While the LHC data movement systems have demonstrated the ability to move data at the necessary throughput, we have identified two weaknesses: the latency for physicists to access data and the complexity of the tools involved. To address these, both ATLAS and CMS have begun to federate regional storage systems using Xrootd. Xrootd, referring to a protocol and implementation, allows us to provide data access to all disk-resident data from a single virtual endpoint. This "redirector" discovers the actual location of the data and redirects the client to the appropriate site. The approach is particularly advantageous since typically the redirection requires much less than 500 milliseconds and the Xrootd client is conveniently built into LHC physicists' analysis tools. Currently, there are three regional storage federations -a US ATLAS region, a European CMS region, and a US CMS region. The US ATLAS and US CMS regions include their respective Tier 1, Tier 2 and some Tier 3 facilities; a large percentage of experimental data is available via the federation. Additionally, US ATLAS has begun studying low-latency regional federations of close-by sites. From the base idea of federating storage behind an endpoint, the implementations and use cases diverge. The CMS software framework is capable of efficiently processing data over high-latency links, so using the remote site directly is comparable to accessing local data. The ATLAS processing model allows a broad spectrum of user applications with varying degrees of performance with regard to latency; a particular focus has been optimizing n-tuple analysis. Both VOs use GSI security. ATLAS has developed a mapping of VOMS roles to specific file system authorizations, while CMS has developed callouts to the site's mapping service. Each federation presents a global namespace to users. For ATLAS, the global-to-local mapping is based on a heuristic-based lookup from the site's local file catalog, while CMS does the mapping based on translations given in a configuration file. We will also cover the latest usage statistics and interesting use cases that have developed over the previous 18 months.
Introduction
Over the last 2 years of operations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the LHC experiments' computing projects and the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [1] have demonstrated they can satisfy the experiments' needs. A key part of the WLCG is the ability to move data between sites and deliver data to end-user applications. However, this short operational experience has also begun to demonstrate weaknesses in the computing models; we focus on two in particular:
• the latency for physicists to access data, and • the complexity of the tools involved.
In the WLCG context, the mantra has always been "jobs go to data"; that is, data can only be accessed from a batch system job submitted through the grid to sites hosting the data. This rule scales up well to the number of concurrently running jobs throughout the global grid, but does not scale down in terms of usability for the physicists doing analysis. To access a single byte of data in this model involves writing a simple analysis, wrapping it into an analysis job (using experiment-provided tools), submitting it into a queue, and waiting for results. In the best case, a single byte takes about 15 minutes to access. Further, if there is a storage issue at the site resulting in the unavailability of a single byte needed for a job, it will crash and have to be rerun by the user.
If a user wants to copy the data to their local laptop, they must mentally leave their "analysis environment" and utilize a different set of tools for transferring data provided by either the experiment's computing collaboration or the grid middleware client providers. The quality of the data transfer tools varies by experiment, but often exposes users to unnecessary details such as file location or transient errors from the grid layer. It takes the user minutes, at best, to locate and download the file in question, even if they want only a single byte from it.
To solve these two issues, the CMS and ATLAS computing organizations have started building federated storage systems utilizing the Xrootd software suite [2] . We define a federated storage system to be a collection of disparate storage resources managed by cooperating but independent administrative domains transparently accessible via a common namespace. These are built using one or more dedicated Xrootd servers at each site and a virtually centralized redirector; the user contacts the central endpoint directly and is redirected to the site that can currently serve the data. This allows for data access regardless of the job's location -not only breaking the old mantra "jobs go to data," but also reducing the latency for data access. As Xrootd has a client included with almost all distributions of the ROOT framework, every single LHC analysis environment is already able to access the federations -removing the need for a user to "context switch" between local analysis and distributed/Grid analysis tools. Figure 1 outlines the basic unit functionality in the Xrootd system, the client redirection for reads (the federations described here are read-only). A client contacts a centralized endpoint with a request to open a file. This Xrootd server, called a redirector, has no storage, but is connected to a local daemon, the Cluster Management Service Daemon (cmsd), running in what is called "manager mode". The redirector's xrootd daemon queries the cmsd for a file's location; if the location is not known in the local memory cache, the cmsd will subsequently query all sites subscribed to the redirector. Using an algorithm based on weighted round robin, the redirector will send the client directly to another site [16] . In terms of metadata, the application requests access to the global file name and needs no knowledge of the file's location. Further, the data travels directly from source site to the application, and the application only needs to support the Xrootd protocol despite heterogeneous underlying storage. If the site is not a native Xrootd file system, the Xrootd server at the site will act as a proxy between the storage system and the client. The Xrootd server has a plugin architecture, allowing us to translate between the internal, site-specific protocol and the Xrootd protocol. For example, plugins exist for acting as a proxy for the dCap protocol [14] , Hadoop Distributed File System [15] , and Xrootd itself. We have developed a plugin for each storage technology accessible to us (in general, all that is needed is a thread-safe C-API to the site's storage); utilizing the existing site storage system is a requirement for a federation given the diversity of technologies used in the WLCG. As an optimization, if the source site natively implements the Xrootd protocol, the user application may be redirected directly to the server storing the data instead of going through a proxy.
Federated Regional Storage Using Xrootd
Within the federation, a global namespace is used, with the global-to-local translation performed within the Xrootd server at the boundary between site and federation. Just as a plugin is used to proxy between the Xrootd and local data transfer protocols, there is a global-to-local namespace mapping plugin called the Name-to-Name (N2N). This allows the global namespace to be formed, essential for file location transparency to the user. Each experiment has implemented custom plugins; these are described in Section 3. The federations rely on any namespace organization and consistency issues to be handled within the experiment layer and not within Xrootd.
A federation provides a powerful mechanism for external users to interact with the site and accordingly needs management to prevent abuses from users. As a start toward proper resource management, we are interested in throttling the following quantities:
1. Namespace queries: If the location is not previously cached, a user's query at the redirector results in namespace activity at all the regional sites. Xrootd provides query throttling and queuing to prevent this. 2. Bandwidth utilized: This is not possible to throttle from within the Xrootd daemon, but sites are encouraged to add hardware-or network-based throttles, or QoS limits. Sites typically exercise the crude option of throttling rates based on the number of gigabit Ethernet interfaces deployed in the site's systems.
Operations per second: No limits currently exist for the number of I/O operations per second (IOPS).
Besides internal safeguards, abuse detection is available through cross-site monitoring and accounting. Xrootd has built-in monitoring which can send periodic UDP packets to a central host. The summary monitoring describes the overall activity of the host (number of redirections, login attempts, bytes transferred, CPU used, etc.) while the detailed monitoring packets report on per- connection and per-open file activity (i.e. each client/server interaction is logged). The monitoring work is the topic of a separate paper [6] .
Authorization and authentication is handled within the Xrootd server, which has a modular plugin for both activities. Authentication is required to access data, although the redirectors to date allow unauthenticated access for file lookups. In the case of an authentication failure at a data server, the Xrootd client will return back to the original redirector and request a different source. The authorization for CMS and ATLAS is relatively simple -any experiment-owned data is readable by all members of the experiment's collaboration. Only personal data might have more restrictive read access. Authorization is assumed to be consistent; that is, a user should encounter the same permissions on file /store/foo regardless of where it is located. It is currently up to the experiment to synchronize the authorization policy across all its sites; in [10] , ALICE cleverly solves this issue by having the client carry along a centrally signed authorization for specific files. Neither CMS nor ATLAS have such a central signing authority; while we monitor for issues, we are at the mercy of the site's ability to implement correct policies.
Caching techniques are being explored utilizing Xrootd's File Residency Manager (FRM). This feature is particularly useful for Tier 3 centers to replace missing files or to automate downloads of data sets exported by sites in the federation. The figure below illustrates the workflow in the context of the Tier 3 site co-located with a Tier 1 center at Brookhaven National Lab (BNL). A local file request from a Tier 3 client is made to the Tier 3's redirector that queries the set of Tier 3 data servers for the file. If none answer one will invoke the FRM service that will query a global redirector for the file. If the file is available at some site within the federation, a transfer is initiated and the file is copied to the Tier 3 data server. This data server in turn serves the data to the client. This method has proved to be a powerful means of quickly transferring data sets to Tier 3 sites with a minimum of the usual data management required. This is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. File caching implementation at BNL. In this case we use the Xrootd File Residency
Manager (FRM) to manage the cache contents and the federation as a data source. This section covers the implementation details for the CMS and ATLAS federations, focusing on how they can differ in computing models while utilizing the same Xrootd software through use of modular plugins.
Implementation Details of CMS and ATLAS Federations

Any Data, Any Time, Anywhere
The CMS infrastructure is named after the project funded to operate and develop it -"Any Data, Any Time, Anywhere" (AAA). This project started as an informal collaboration between multiple US Tier 2 Hadoop-based sites in 2010 as a mechanism to export data to users located outside their clusters. It grew quickly to four sites, and the idea of cross-site sharing was added. In late 2010 and early 2011, these sites outlined the basic technical mechanisms and worked to make sure requisite patches were added to the CMS application software to decrease sensitivity to latency. We estimate that the average CMSSW performance hit for accessing a file across the US is about 10% of wall time. This figure is based on spot-checks and informal performance tests, and needs rigorous study. Since late 2011, the project has been formally funded and adding the operational practices and monitoring necessary to classify it as a production service.
The AAA infrastructure currently consists of 5 Hadoop sites, 2 dCache sites, and a Lustre site; overall, it covers about 15PB of disk. The order of magnitude of daily usage is tens of TB, 5-15 different destination networks, and 10-20 unique users (the set of users changes daily).
CMS sites use two plugins in addition to the storage system plugin. The XrdCmsTfc module is a Name-to-Name (N2N) plugin that translates between the internal storage filename and the filename exported to the Xrootd server. This performs the translation using a list of regular-expression-based rules for mapping between local and global stored in an XML file. Maintained by each site for their own storage, CMS refers to this list as the "Trivial File Catalog". This provides a fast, deterministic mapping of all global file names to site file names relying on no external components. As an example, using this module, when a user requests Xrootd open a file named /store/foo, the Xrootd server may request the file /mnt/hadoop/cms/store/foo from an underlying HDFS storage. The TFC file is utilized throughout the CMS data management system, making this N2N module CMS-specific.
For authorization, CMS utilizes GSI/X509 for authentication and the LCMAPS framework for authorization. LCMAPS is a flexible, policy-based library with excellent C bindings used by both OSG and EGI for performing authorization decisions. We created the XrdLcmaps module for the GSI security plugin in Xrootd. The default configuration is to do a remote procedure call to the local site authorization service and map the X509 credentials to a Unix user account, but any configuration possible on the OSG is valid. The Unix user account is passed to the default Xrootd authorization layer that will do file and directory access checks based on a separate configuration file.
Monitoring and accounting is performed using a combination of:
• MonALISA: provides visualization of the summary monitoring data [4] .
• GLED: provides analysis and visualization of the detailed monitoring data [3] .
• Nagios: periodically runs basic functionality tests on each endpoint and verifies each site's data is available through the federation. • Gratia: records basic information for each file transfer into a database for later accounting [8] . Figure 3 and Figure 4 show sample graphs from CMS monitoring. Table 1 shows a few basic statistics from the Gratia accounting database showing different ways to calculate the "average" job data rate -an important number to know when making capacity planning decisions. Transfer averages from AAA accounting over a 30-day period in April 2012, filtered on a minimum transfer length to remove crashed jobs and monitoring jobs. The "rate of sums" is calculated by sum(transfer volume)/sum(transfer duration), where the sum is taken over all recorded transfers. The "average of rates" is the average of (transfer volume)/(transfer duration) for each transfer.
ATLAS Implementation: FAX
The ATLAS infrastructure, called "Federated ATLAS Xrootd" (FAX), began as an R&D project within the ATLAS Distributed Computing program. A prototype infrastructure has been deployed at the Tier 1 center at Brookhaven, at each US Tier 2 center, and a number of Tier 3 sites. The service implements an ATLAS global namespace and provides three redirectors: a "global" redirector hosted at Brookhaven Lab which provides a single point of contact to all the ATLAS experimental data on disk in the US using the Xrootd protocol; a Midwest U.S. redirector (hosted at the University of Chicago) which connects the storage facilities of the Midwest and Great Lakes regional Tier 2s (all within 5 milliseconds one-way latency) and the Oklahoma University Tier 2 site (10 milliseconds oneway latency); and a redirector dedicated to Tier 3 sites in which operational expectations are relaxed relative to the Tier 1 and Tier 2's which are bound by WLCG MOU requirements. Additionally western and eastern regional redirectors are planned to group nearby sites pending on-going I/O performance and redirection tests. There are also future plans to setup an ATLAS redirector at CERN and to extend the federation development effort to European sites. The current FAX infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 5 . The Tier 1 center uses dCache for the backend storage, as do two of the Tier 2's. As the remaining three Tier 2's use Xrootd, GPFS or Lustre file systems, the utility of Xrootd as a federation technology was seen as particularly advantageous for federating heterogeneous storage services as this allowed sites to quickly federate their data without making any significant infrastructure changes. It also allows sites to leave a federation without impacting the local processing.
The Tier 2 sites at SLAC and the University of Texas at Arlington both use Xrootd as their backend storage system and have experienced trouble free operation since their initial deployments in 2006. Federating these sites is accomplished with an Xrootd proxy service that reports to the global redirector.
The ATLAS Great Lakes Tier-2 (AGLT2) uses Xrootd on top of dCache and provides 2.2PB between its two sites at Michigan State University and the University of Michigan. Currently, this system is federated using an Xrootd proxy service, talking to a dCap door on the backend. This provides a simple installation on a single server but requires all client-sever traffic to pass through this server. Work is on going to use the dCache native Xrootd door with a name-to-name mapping plugin developed for dCache. The Midwest Tier 2 center (MWT2, comprised of the University of Chicago, Indiana University and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) exports the dCache namespace as an overlay, discussed below. The local redirectors at AGLT2 and MWT2 are each configured to report to a regional redirector so that nearly 5 PB of ATLAS data on disk can be read from either site with good performance. Tier 3's in the region can access datasets using only a single URL, the global file name, and an appropriate GSI proxy. This regional director is linked to the FAX global director. A status monitor has been built to continuously check and display the availability of the endpoint servers in the federation. The system leverages the Resource and Service Validation (RSV) framework [13] , originally developed by OSG to probe the status of OSG services. A set of Xrootdspecific probes were developed to:
FAX monitoring
• Ping the availability of the redirector server at each site • Copy a pre-placed test file from the site using xrdcp.
• Check redirection from the global redirector by requesting files unique to a site.
• Perform a simple comparison check of the files copied directly or via the global redirector A web-display is used to report the status every 15 minutes and to provide detailed logging information when failures occur. Figure 6 shows the status monitor view for a few sites in the FAX system. FAX additionally has leveraged monitoring developed for AAA. A MonALISA-based collection repository and web server have been deployed at SLAC to give a visual rendering of FAX-related traffic across sites, as shown in Figure 7 . 7 . Traffic through the FAX system during commissioning tests of the infrastructure. Eight client sites were running up to 50 parallel jobs each copying the file using xrdcp and also reading it directly using a simple ROOT script.
Translating Global Namespace to Local Paths
As discussed in Section 2, a global namespace convention is necessary for a federation. This had to be established within ATLAS before federation work could begin. The convention developed is based on the path names recorded in the LCG File Catalog (LFC) database [7] . The LFC translates ATLAS logical file names to the physical path names at the site. For Tier 3 sites, the physical path name is usually formed by adding a common prefix to the logical file name in the global namespace. This allows the Tier 3 sites to be easily federated. Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites store files with more complicated, non-deterministic conventions, so the LFC must be consulted to convert the global name into a physical path name on a file-by-file basis. FAX has implemented an Xrootd plugin, xrd-lfc, to handle this translation. As Xrootd requires these translations to be fast, and the LFC database lookup is potentially expensive, lookup results are aggressively cached (caching also reduces the load on the LFC). By default, a cache entry lives for 2 hours and the cache can have up to 500,000 entries.
While the dCache storage system natively implements the Xrootd protocol, a special bypass exists. As a dCache pool stores complete files on a well-known directory on disk, we can run the SLAC Xrootd server on the same host and use the xrd-lfc plugin to translate from global file name to the name of the file stored on disk. This allows the SLAC Xrootd server to serve the dCache files directly from disk. Here, xrd-lfc is translating the global namespace to the local host namespace; the default mode translates the global namespace to the dCache namespace. We refer to this mode of operation as "Xrootd overlay". It is in production at MWT2 for FAX, and a similar approach is taken to integrate FNAL dCache with the AAA infrastructure. Compared to the proxy-based approach, this direct approach has improved scalability. Compared to using the dCache Xrootd native implementation, the overlay avoids having the federation interact with the dCache namespace and integrates with the deployed monitoring. 
Wide area performance and I/O tuning
We have investigated the anticipated performance of ATLAS analysis codes using FAX by measuring file copy and read times for various client-server combinations, percent of file read, and for various I/O options [11] . As the CMS codebase is significantly different, the results in this section are not comparable across experiments. Figure 8 illustrates one such study of data transfer performance from the Midwest Tier 2 Center (MWT2) to clients in the region with the following latencies:
1. MWT2: 0-5 msec. Data access via dCap protocol, dCache native Xrootd, and the Xrootd overlay were studied. 2. AGLT2: 3-4 msec. 3. OU_OCHEP_SWT2: 10 msec. The results for MWT2 and AGLT2 reflect averages over multiple client locations, as these "sites" are federations unto themselves. The results suggest the following:
• Clients at AGLT2 can expect to take 25% longer if the data were at MWT2 rather than AGLT2. This is quite reasonable for the fallback use-case. • Native dCap, dCache native Xrootd, and Xrootd overlay yield similar performance local or over the WAN for a given client location. • Overall dCap averaged slightly faster for local transfers.
• dCap is more sensitive to wide area latency than dCache-Xrootd or the Xrootd overlay.
Note the metric here is the time required to read a 750 MB ATLAS file, in the format commonly used for analysis (D3PD). Results are obtained using ROOT 5.30 with a 30MB pre-fetch cache (see [12] for a discussion of ROOT I/O tuning). Overall the test indicates reasonable performance for regional wide area reads. We additionally studied the feasibility of using very long latency connections. Figure 9 compares local client performance to two wide area server locations that have significant network latency. 
Use Cases for Federations
While we introduce federations as a tool for improving direct interactive access for users, several other use cases have since become apparent. In either AAA or FAX, any respective VO user can directly read files stored on disk in the federation. For CMS, this is currently any file on disk in the US -a powerful draw. Client tools can include xrdcp (for downloading an entire file), ROOT (for interactive analysis), or event viewers.
based on server-client locations. The additional access options provided by FAX therefore results in more flexible job scheduling strategies, for example using opportunistic resources which have no locally managed ATLAS storage. 3. Triggered file caching. Tier 3 sites can utilize a small disk-based cache similar to the top tier disk storage at SLAC. Input files can be fetched automatically from FAX and be cached at local disk. Along with automatic purging, this provides a management-free (i.e. no catalogs to manage, consistency checking, data deletion) storage system.
Conclusions and Future Work
Several difficult problems have been carefully avoided by adding additional requirements into the described infrastructures. We define regions by the maximum network round-trip-time between any two sites in the region because redirection is not network-aware and selecting the "faraway" site has a high performance penalty for the user application. We hope to see the base Xrootd software add hooks for smarter redirection algorithms and clients that can read from multiple sources, and to test these on our data access infrastructures in the future.
From the detailed monitoring stream and the job accounting databases, CMS is starting to better quantify the loss of efficiency expected from doing remote I/O over the WAN. The current expected loss of 10% of CPU efficiency is based on experience and spot-checks, but this has not been thoroughly verified.
Currently, remote diagnostics are lacking in Xrootd. Work has been started with the summary monitoring for authentication failures, but there is no comprehensive framework for monitoring the errors clients receive. Near-failure cases (such as network or disk bottlenecks) are currently only detectable via manual investigation. Synchronizing authorization policies across sites is also a manual exercise, making it difficult to roll out and verify policy.
As Xrootd allows external users to interact with, and hence abuse, local resources, many site administrators are initially hesitant to run Xrootd. Namespace throttling was added to directly express these concerns, and it is possible that IOPS and bandwidth throttling will be necessary in the future.
The sustained transaction rates of the Xrootd redirector need to be carefully studied. When FAX is fully deployed in US, Europe, and perhaps Asia, redirectors at various levels will likely have to handle data discovery requests that are at least an order of magnitude higher than we have ever seen in a local site environment. ATLAS could also benefit from more sophisticated redirection techniques, taking into account time zone, TTL, bandwidth, or downtime. Further, a multi-source client implementation based on active probing would lessen the cost of a sub-optimal redirection decision.
We expect further use cases to evolve in the future; e.g., it is likely CMS will be interested in the namespace healing use case currently envisioned for the FAX infrastructure.
Overall, both US CMS and ATLAS have quickly rolled out a new data access infrastructure over the last 18 months. This infrastructure was started as a means to provide interactive users with improved data access with low latency and integrated clients, but has evolved to include overflow and local site caching. Along with increased usage, the necessary monitoring, accounting, and operations have been put into place to call these federations "production-quality".
